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Got Much (Mulch) Hay Down?
As I write this, it is mid-July and the
weatherman has just played havoc again
with the haying here in Halcott. Ideally, hay
is first cut, then allowed to dry in place, and
then baled. After waiting through a very
long wet spell, farmers started cutting last
week, only to have more rain dumped on
their downed hay. It sure must be annoying!
I watched Tim Johnson cut the hay on Jim
and Karen Rauter’s field and then ruffle it up
with a gorgeous machine full of teethed
wheels, tetting it for drying. Then the heavens let loose and today, about a week later,
Tim is square baling the results. I’m told it
is only fit now to use as animal bedding or
mulch. How does he deal with the uncertainty of whether or not he’ll have enough
hay at the end of the season to feed his
cows? I saw him a few days ago, and he
was as cheerful as always, sharing grandchildren stories with me. It never occurred
to me to ask about the hay.
The DiBenedettos are taking the hay
off of Dennis Bouton’s flat. They too were
caught by the storms, but had not yet tetted
the downed hay, apparently with less dam-

age. I had the pleasure of watching them
gather the hay in this afternoon. Two blue
tractors drove slowly along, dragging large
box-looking things behind them. Every so
often, the tractor would stop and back up.
The box would open and out would roll an
enormous round bale. Then the tractor
would continue plodding along, vacuuming
up the field. They looked like child’s toys,
but I knew them to be very large machines,
driven carefully and slowly by Greg and
Elena DiBenedetto.
To me, a newly mown field dotted
here and there with giant round bales is just
plain beautiful. I wonder what old Matthew
Griffin would have thought to see how relatively quickly and efficiently just two
youngsters hayed such a large number of
acres? Or more recently, what would Donald Bouton, our haymaker-extraordinaire
have said? “Golly!” IK

Water, Water Everywhere and How
Many Drops to Drink?

Adina Johnson sent us this account
of her four-year-old daughter Aubrey’s investigation of water. She’s truly amazing.

Aubrey has always loved the water
and last spring that came out with a continuous stream of questions about water. Where
does it come from? Where does it go? What
happens if we waste it (leaving the faucet on,
etc)? Will we run out? How much water is
there? But won't we use it all up?
Then after she found out that not everyone has nice clean water to drink like we
do, it was more questions. What do they
drink if they don't have clean water? How
does it get dirty? What happens if you drink
dirty water? How do we get clean water?
(and my favorite) HOW CAN IT BE CLEAN
IF IT COMES OUT OF THE GROUND?!?
Try explaining that one to a 4 year old at
9pm. Anyway, I love that she's full of questions. Sometimes we have to write them
down at night and save them for the morning,
otherwise no one would get any rest.
Once Aubrey decided she wanted to
have a lemonade stand to raise money for
those without water, we had to pick an organization. We settled on The Water Project and
she set up her own fundraising page:
http://thewaterproject.org/community/profile/
adina-johnson
The page also tells the story of how we got
started on this journey. I believe our next
lemonade stand will be Labor Day Weekend
in Unadilla. We missed this year's Unadilla
Days (the site of last year's lemonade stand)
due to a conflict. Last year Aubrey and I
juiced 82 lemons by hand (she did an amazing amount of them by herself!) for her first
lemonade stand. She wouldn't leave the stand
all day, from 9 in the morning until 4 in the
afternoon. She wouldn't even go play in the
backyard with her sister when things slowed
down towards the end of the day. She was
finally persuaded to pack it up after she hadn't
sold a glass of lemonade for about an hour.
When it was all over, I believe we collected
$152 and change in lemonade sales and donations, and we rounded it up to $200 when I

finally sent it in to The Water Project. Aubrey is very excited about being able to have
a lemonade stand at the Halcott Fair next
year. I'm sure our wonderful neighbors will
be happy to support the cause, and I know I
sure would have enjoyed a nice cold glass of
fresh squeezed lemonade at this year’s Fair!
Thank you so much for this opportunity to gloat over my daughter! She does
love to fix things when she sees a problem,
and she always wants to help no matter what's
going on.

A Short Dog Tale
Judy Diaz

In my last dog tale, I told you about
the two little Shi Tzu’s we occasionally take
care of. Well, last September, we were
blessed – yes blessed – with our own little
dog, which we aptly named Hunter. He entered our home and our hearts and he is our
little pride and joy.
It’s hard to imagine how 17 pounds
of fluff changed our lives but he did. Knowing that dogs are intelligent, we never realized how inspirational they were, too. No
more sleeping late - he makes us get up early
and take him out. He loves long walks so we
get to exercise as well. He even makes his
bath time fun!
People always say “a dog loves the
person who feeds them” but that’s not neces-

Judy Diaz’s Hunter
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sarily true. Hunter knows that he is loved by
both of us so in return, he shares his love with
both of us.
If you want ‘unconditional love’, I
highly suggest you get a dog.

very firm, but very fair. She thought every
child could learn what she was teaching, if
they only worked a little bit. She was more
than willing to give them whatever assistance
they needed. The most shocking thing that
happened in fifth grade was that the boys
would occasionally capture flies and take their
wings off before killing them. Horrid, I know.
It was around fifth grade that I became
aware of just how poor some families in the
area were. I remember going to visit Grandma
Mayes’s sister Anna and her husband Charles
Morse in Halcott one winter day to go sledding. [Author’s note: Halcott is pronounced
“Haw-kit with the emphasis on “Haw.” It’s a
dead giveaway that a person isn’t from the
area if he or she asks how to get to “Hall-cot.”)
Uncle Charles and Aunt Anna were retired
dairy farmers. They still lived on the farm and
rented their hayfields to other farmers. One
field was across the road from their house. It
had a long, steep hill and, after a snowstorm,
was a perfect place for using the large, aluminum, shallow bowl shaped disks we called
“flying saucers.” Once or twice a winter, after
Sunday dinner, our parents drove the twenty
minutes it took to get to Aunt Anna’s. Mother
would call Aunt Anna before going to church
to ask if it was okay for us to come up that
afternoon. Aunt Anna nearly always said yes.
Before getting in the car to go there, Dad went
to the attic to get a bottle of Canadian Club
whiskey. As we got in the car he said to
Mother, “I have a bottle of Canadian Club for
Uncle Charles -- he always seems to enjoy
having a drink with me when we get there.”
Once at Aunt Anna’s, we immediately
piled out of the car, retrieved our equipment
from the trunk, and we kids ran across the road
to go sledding while our parents went into the
house. After about an hour, we would be cold
and wet, so we went into the house. We always entered through the kitchen, took off our
boots and snowsuits, and made ourselves at
home in the living room, which was always

ANOTHER FLEISCHMANNS FIRST
Marilyn Mayes Kaltenborn has written a light-hearted memoir about growing up
in Fleischmanns in the 1950s and 1960s. The
memoir is called “An Unconventional Childhood Growing Up in the Catskill Mountains
during the 1950s and 1960s.” Many of the
readers of The Times of Halcott may remember Marilyn, her parents Murray and Bertha
Mayes and her brothers Brian and Dean.
While most of her memoir takes place in
Fleischmanns, Marilyn makes several references to Halcott, where her father’s aunt, Anna Morse lived with her husband Charles
Morse.
Marilyn has given us permission to
publish excerpts from her book, for which we
thank her! The book may be taken out of the
Skene Memorial Library in Fleischmanns.
Paperback versions of the book may be purchased at the Fleischmanns Museum and
online from her brother Dean’s website
www.alabu.com/book .
Amazon has both the paperback and Kindle
ebook versions at http://www.amazon.com/
An-Unconventional-Childhood-CatskillMountains/dp/1614681589
and Barnes and Noble has the Nook ebook
version at: http://www.barnesandnoble.com/
w/an-unconventional-childhood-marilynmayeskaltenborn/1116110372?
ean=9781483502311
This excerpt from the book is about sledding
on Charles and Anna Morse’s farm in Halcott. It is from Chapter 17 – School.
Fifth Grade: Mrs. Kittle
Mrs. Kittle had taught fifth grade forever. Boy, did she know her stuff. She was
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way too hot; it must have been eighty-eight
degrees in there. Beads of sweat would form
all over my body, followed by a chill.
Aunt Anna nearly always served us
her famous popcorn balls, made with molasses, butter, and a little vinegar. Mmmm.

Yummmmm!

Our Town Officials

The team that handles the housekeeping (municipal-keeping?) details of our town
is composed of dedicated, seriously underpaid people who are intelligent, cheerful and
fun to work with. Their services aren’t
highly visible like those of the supervisor or
the highway superintendent, yet without
these hard workers, the Town of Halcott
could not maintain itself as a town and we
would be forced to join another, larger municipality. They are quite literally the backbone of our independence.
The Times of Halcott has asked
some of them to write a little about their work
to acquaint us with their jobs, and also
(although they would never toot their own
horns) to give us an appreciation of just how
much they give to us. We shouldn’t be surprised. The high quality help that we have
here in the Town of Halcott is just another
indication of how precious (and, as other
towns continue to assure us, how RARE) is
our community spirit. IK

On our way up from Fleischmanns,
we would pass two old buses where two families lived. The families had children who
were only a little older than I. I couldn’t imagine how cold it must be in a bus, especially
at night, even if they did have some type of
wood-burning stove. Mother said she
thought they got their water from a nearby
stream. No wonder their clothes aren’t as
clean as mine, I thought. I remember seeing
these children in school the next day and
wondering exactly what their life was like at
home. I felt sorry for them. I knew their life
was very different from mine.

Some Notes from your Tax Collector
Robin White
We’ve all most likely heard the saying, attributed to Benjamin Franklin: “...but
in this world nothing can be said to be certain, except death and taxes.” Taxes are
needed so that our federal, state, and local
governments are able to operate properly, but
not many of us are too happy when it comes
time to pay those taxes. So exactly how does
the tax collector fit into all of this? According to the online source “Education Portal” (http://education-portal.com), “Tax Collectors have the tough job of working for government agencies to ensure that individuals
and businesses pay taxes on time. In doing so,
Tax Collectors find themselves serving as
both investigators and customer service rep-

Popcorn Balls
Aunt Anna Morse gave me this recipe over
the phone in 1964:
½ cup sugar
2/3 cup molasses
2 teaspoon butter
2 teaspoon vinegar
large batch popcorn
Boil the first four ingredients until it reaches
the soft-ball stage. That is,
until a soft ball forms when you drop a little
in a glass of cold water.
Let mixture cool a little and then pour over
popcorn. Make into balls.
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resentatives; they may assist delinquent tax
filers while also looking for ways to retrieve
what is owed. It is demanding work that requires one to sometimes play the role of the
bad guy in an effort to serve a greater purpose. Tax Collectors, also referred to as Revenue Officers, attempt to gather money owed
to the government by individuals or businesses late in filing tax returns. Tax Collectors
may check into the background of those who
have struggled to pay; they may also communicate with these people to work toward a
solution. Most Tax Collectors work for the
government at federal, state or local levels.”
In addition, Tax Collectors must have patience and good organizational skills, not to

terms served, but it is required that one must
live in the town one serves in. In addition, the
Tax Collector must be at least 18 years old and
a citizen of the United States. Property ownership is not a requirement for holding this office.
What are some ways you can help
your friendly Tax Collector out each year?
Most important would be to send in your payment, along with the ENTIRE tax bill, as soon
as you are able to. Make sure the check is
made out properly, with the name of the Tax
Collector clearly written on the front of the
check. Double check that your monetary
amount is correct, and that you write out the
words describing the numerical amount correctly and clearly. And of course, don’t forget
to sign your check! There are always a few
that come through without a signature each
year, and the bank won’t accept any checks
that are incorrect or incomplete. Keep in mind
that the date of your payment is the date that is
stamped on the envelope by the United States
Post Office, not the date that it is received by
the Tax Collector. However, if the stamp is
either missing or is illegible, then the payment
date is considered the date the envelope is received by the Collector. Any letter with a
postage meter stamp or a “QR Code” stamp
will be posted on the day it is received by the
Collector as well.
Included in your tax bill is a notice of
my hours during tax season. If you want to be
sure your payment is timely, have the post office hand stamp your envelope or come to the
Halcott Grange to pay in person.. It’s always
nice to say hi and visit with neighbors.

mention good communication skills.
Many Tax Collector positions are full
time jobs, but in the Town of Halcott this isn’t the case. With only 479 parcels in our
town, it is possible to get the job done on a
part-time basis. The busiest month is January, with approximately 70% of taxes being
paid at this time. Greene County takes over
collections after July 31st, and the process
starts up once again around the last week of
December, when we all get our tax bill in the
mail for the coming year. Becoming a Tax
Collector depends on getting elected in a general election in November, and is a two year
term. There is no limit on the amount of

Assessing Halcott
Marc Neves

For the past 7 months, I have slowly
been orienting myself to a responsibility in the
Town that, I have to say, I had not quite pictured for myself. Last summer, after I moved
to Halcott on a full-time basis, Innes, in so
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many words, asked me, “what are you doing
with your life?” I believe what she meant
was, did I have a bit more spare time available that I could devote to a new role in the
town? What she had in mind was finding
someone who actually lived within Halcott to
become the Assessor – someone who knew
the lay of the land and the people who lived
here. Now, I have to admit, I really did not
have a very clear idea what an assessor did
but I knew it had something to do with property taxes. Was I signing on to be persona
non gratis in the Town of Halcott? What I
have found in the six months since I have
been on the job is what I have found to be the
case in most matters in Halcott. This town is
so driven by civility and consideration that
even a matter as fraught as property taxes has
proven to be much less painful than I ever
expected.
The assessor’s job is to determine as
best as he or she can the value of properties
within each town so that property taxes can
be determined in the most even-handed way.
“Real property”, as it is called, includes land
and structures that are built on the land, from
houses to sheds to swimming pools. From
these values, the revenue needs of the town
and the school district are apportioned.
Property taxes are the largest single source of
revenue for our town and they make it possible to repair and plow the roads, pay the
workers who take care of the roads, contribute to the fire district, pay New York State
mandated costs, some of which include ambulance service, building code enforcement
and dog control. The State doesn’t receive
any of the funds that are collected from the
property tax. Consequently, it is the local
taxing authorities –the county, the town, the
school district – that determine the rate of
taxation, based on their budget needs.
Once this “pizza pie”(as my great
mentor and predecessor, Gary Marks, used to
refer to it) of a budget is created, it is the as-

sessor that must make sure that paying for it
is fairly divvied up. This is done based on
property values. And property values are
determined using everything from the siting
of a parcel to the square footage of a house,
to the number of bathrooms, to the quality of
construction; essentially the same sorts of
things that make a property valuable when it
is put up for sale.
That said, the assessed value of one’s
house is not necessarily comparable to its
market value, as many have no doubt noticed.
Every few years or, in some cases, decades, a
detailed review called a re-evaluation or “reval” is conducted. A re-val is basically an
appraisal of all the property in the municipality. The goal is to value every property at
what it should reasonably be able to sell for at
that point in time. It is at this point that a
baseline value is established for every parcel
in town and when the relative sizes of the tax
obligation pie are cut. For better and sometimes worse, real estate values are not stable - decks are built, porches are enclosed, bathrooms are added, all things that increase the
value of a property. Assuming that all your
neighbors did not make the same improvements to their properties, if you make an improvement and increase the value of your
property, then the relative value of your property compared to your neighbors is increased
and you are now allocated a larger slice of the
tax obligation pie. It is the assessor’s job
through communication with the code officer
and planning board to keep tabs on the improvements that are made within the town
that will increase a property’s value and its
assessment.
At other times we have to do nothing
to see the value of our property change. The
market can increase the value of our properties just because real estate in our area or
overall is in more demand. In this case, assuming there is no re-val, individual assessments will not change. What will change is
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the relationship between the assessed value –
generated during the last re-val – and the
market value. Over time, the gap between the
two can get quite wide. Before Halcott conducted its re-val a few years ago, you probably noticed that the assessed value of your
property was perhaps only half of what you
could sell it for. This is because, while property values had generally increased over the
years, the value put down next to your parcel
was never changed. Now, what if, because of
reasons that have
nothing to do with
the number of improvements made,
the values of properties in Halcott over
the years happened
to increase 5% a year
for 10 years but values in Fleischmanns
remained flat? Presuming that no re-val
was done in either
town, tax payers in
Halcott would be
paying the same price for a piece of the Margaretville School District pie that they did 10
years prior, even though the total value of the
town had increased a lot more than the total
value of Fleischmanns. Accepting the conventional premise of real property taxation
that, with greater value, comes a greater obligation for taxes, this would not be fair.
But fear not, the designers of our
property tax system have taken this phenomenon into account by creating what is called an
equalization rate. The equalization rate is just
the percentage of assessed value to market
value. If market values between reevaluations never changed, then the equalization rate would just stay at 100% and, all else
being equal, a town would continue to pay
the same share among the other towns in the
school district, county, etc. If market values

doubled in a town, then it would have an equalization rate of 50%. These various rates are then
used to continue to fairly distribute the tax burden between towns even when the fortunes of
some do not increase as much as others. If every
town conducted a re-evaluation every year and
all assessments reflected full market value, then
there would be no need for equalization rates.
But it is impractical and expensive to conduct a
re-val every year so instead, using sales within a
town and algorithms and computers, a market
value and an equalization
rate is generated that balances out the changes in
value between towns and
between re-vals.
In addition to keeping
tabs on improvements,
property sales and new
construction that will affect how properties in our
town are assessed, my job
is also to administer exemptions which can reduce an assessment and
lower one’s taxes. Most
property owners are familiar with the Basic
STAR exemption, which is available to anyone
making under $500K in annual income. But
there are also exemptions for agriculture, seniors, and veterans, among others.
The extensiveness and the minutiae of
an assessor’s job continues to amaze me and,
unfortunately, there is no way I could ever describe all aspects of it within the pages of The
Times of Halcott. Nor would you want me to.
As I continue in the role, I expect not only to
learn more each year but, hopefully, get better
and better at explaining it. In the meantime,
please don’t hesitate to call me if you have any
questions about your assessment, exemptions or
anything else to do with how all this works. If I
can’t answer you right away, I can usually find
the answer in a relatively short time.
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Topics from the Town Board
Alan White

County is usually not a major problem, but
garbage may be the exception. State laws
that prohibit burning and the heavy costs of
working with Delaware County on solid
waste have left us with few options. We are
in the design stages for locating a Greene
County dumpster near the highway garage
that will accept household waste, probably
one day per week. Stay tuned for more details
on this project.

As one of the newer members of the
Town board, I have been surprised by the
high proportion of our time spent on issues
relating to the roads in our town. We have a
very small tax base in Halcott and 17 miles of
road to maintain. We also plow the six miles
of County roads in our town. Highway expenses are the biggest part of our town budget, in most years highway work is just over
fifty percent of the total budget. After we
have a big storm, whether it’s an intense
thunderstorm or a couple feet of snow, I now
have an appreciation for how much work is
involved and how quickly our highway workers get the roads back in shape. On a daily
basis we don’t think about the importance of
our roads until they get hammered by a
storm. After Hurricane Irene we were reminded how well our roads generally function and the work they require. One of our
biggest challenges on the Town board involves keeping our highway equipment in
good shape. Traditionally we have used older
equipment and spent more time and money
on repairs. In the future we hope to gradually
replace our older machinery to have more
dependable equipment and less repair costs.
From my perspective, improving our
ability to respond to emergencies is another
major task of our Town Board. We need to
improve our communications during emergencies, and we will continue to strengthen
the working relationships between our community and the emergency service providers
from Fleischmanns, New York State, Delaware and Greene Counties. Since Hurricane
Irene we have conducted emergency training,
worked on the development of an emergency
plan and we hope to conduct emergency drills
over the next few months.
One of our next major projects will
be to establish a “mini transfer station” to
help our residents handle the disposal of
trash. Our isolation from the rest of Greene

HALCOTT JUSTICE
Kenneth T Williams

On February 25th of 2013 I was appointed Town Justice of the Town of Halcott
by the Town Board. Every newly appointed
or elected judge is required to attend the
“Taking the Bench” course at the Office of
the Court Administration in Albany. This
course lasts 6 days,8hrs a day and we were
required to pass two assessments, which I did
and completed the course. In addition to the
course we are required to take an advanced
course of training annually and achieve a
passing grade on a written assessment. This
advanced course is either taken in person or
on the internet.
In addition we are required to read
and comprehend various law books that cover
the many functions of our responsibilities in
the court room. Each book is about 2000
pages long. They provide us with information on criminal, vehicle and traffic, civil,
juvenile, environmental conservation, local
law, administrative and other legal research.
Each case requires many hours of studying so
that due process is served for the people and
the accused alike.
Then there is the Resource Center, a
library of wealth. The center is staffed by
five attorneys, some of whom serve as Judges
themselves. I have called them for advice on
every case. If not for them non attorneys
such as myself would not succeed in the early
stages of serving as Town Justice.
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At the end of each month we are required to file a report about each docket and
any other Justice activities. Again without
the help of the technical support of our software vendor, SEI, we newly appointed Judges would have a difficult time with our reports.
Let me not forget to mention my
CFO, our Town Supervisor. Her help and
support is the chief reason I succeeded in the
early stages of becoming Town Justice.
And let’s all be thankful to the court
clerk which my wife Denise has graciously
assumed voluntarily. They truly are the
workhorse of the Court. This new chapter in
our lives has been trying, challenging and
educational.

the Planning Board may seem burdensome, we
do our best to make sure that every application
is handled as quickly as possible. Our goal is
work with you in every way we can.

Halcott’s ZBA
Karen Rauter

There are five members on the Halcott
Zoning Board of Appeals appointed by the
Town Board. Their job is to help landowners
interpret Zoning Regulations and issue or deny
appeals for variances to the Land Use Code for
Halcott. Appeals are generally made when the
Planning Board refers someone who needs an
"exception" to the law established by the
townspeople of Halcott in 2009.
Variances can be for a use on the
property (such as opening a restaurant or some
other type of enterprise that is governed by the
Land Use Code) or what is more common, an
area variance (for example, building a garage
closer to the property line than the set back
allows). In all cases, the ZBA talks with the
landowner to learn as much about their situation as possible, then does the best they can to
balance the benefit of the applicant with any
burdens their request might make to the
"Health, Safety and General Welfare" of the
community and its residents. This Board must
determine if there would be an environmental
impact if the variance were granted; and evaluate those potential impacts before making a
decision.
The most important thing for residents
to understand is that there are five factors or
"tests" that all ZBAs must consider before saying yes to a variance: 1) will it change the
neighborhood character? 2) what are the landowner's alternatives that don't require a variance? 3) is the request substantial? 4) what are
the effects on physical or environmental conditions if granted? and 5) is the situation selfcreated?
Current members of the ZBA in Halcott are:
Judy DiBenedetto, Chris Johnson, Bruce

Town of Halcott Planning Board
Nancy Reynolds,
Planning Board Secretary

The purpose of the Town of Halcott
Planning Board is to help insure that all new
homes, subdivisions and boundary line
changes conform to our Land Use Code, our
Subdivision Law, and to the Town’s Comprehensive Plan. All of these documents can be
found on our website,
www.townofhalcott.org. The Board members are Chairman Pete Ballard, Secretary
Nancy Reynolds, Adina Johnson, Andy
Kelder and Ted Johnson. Most of our meetings involve landowners who plan to build
new homes. Prior to the start of any building,
the Board meets at the property along with
the owner, surveyor or contractor. We check
the proposed placement of the house, driveway, waterways, proximity to adjoining properties and other issues of concern. After the
site visit we hold a public meeting, to make
sure all paperwork is in order, and to vote on
the proposed project. After approval the
landowner can get his building permit from
the Code Enforcement Officer.
Although the procedures required by
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Rowe, John Dobsa and Karen Rauter. Assistance is provided to the ZBA by all of the
other town officials, but especially Pete Ballard and Nancy Reynolds of the Planning
Board; Ed Diamante of Greene County Planning Department and, through her kindness to
Halcott after having worked on our Comprehensive Plan, Planner Nan Stolzenberg.
Questions about the ZBA can be directed to
Karen Rauter, Chair.

as well as the dining room floor were funded
entirely by contributions to the Halcott Community Fund.
If you wish to rent the Grange, the
cost for Halcott residents is $50.00 plus a
$50.00 security deposit. For nonresidents,
the fee is $100.00 plus the $50.00 deposit.
We ask anyone who takes any tables and
chairs to please call Pete Ballard at 845-2544141 to make sure that there is not an event
for the same date. It was decided that if you
want the tables and/or chairs, that the cost
would be the same as renting the building,
because if these are not available, the building cannot be used.
If you do use the building, please
make sure that all the fans and the lights, outside and inside are off. The downstairs outside lights are left on quite often. Please also
make a special check to make sure that the
heat is turned down.
Finally, please take your garbage
with you and leave no food or alcohol. After
some events, we have some food items that
might not be used for weeks!

GRANGE HALL PROCEDURES

Pete Ballard is our Grange Administrator. He and his wife Nancy have recommended and overseen a lot of improvements
to the Grange which is located across from
the DiBenedetto farm at 264 County Route 3.
The large improvements mentioned below
were either funded by donations to the Halcott Community Fund, or made by volunteers.
The Ballard family has donated a lot of the
work and we are so grateful to them, and also
to HCF donors, whose generosity has helped
us care for this comfortable old grandmother
of a building. Pete writes the following:
Our Grange has been rented a lot this past
year. If you have not visited the Grange dining room on the lower level, you should do
so. Vicki Carpenter donated her time and
sanded the woodwork and polyed it. She also
patched the holes in the walls and painted.
With the new floor, it is a room that we can
be very proud of. Chuck Fronckowiak lowered the cabinets in the kitchen, painted the
floors, walls and ceilings in the supply room,
furnace room, bathroom and oil tank storage
room. This was paid for by Pete Ballard.
Also last year the handicapped ramp, the
front of the building and the sign were all
touched up with new paint. All by volunteers.
We also have a new closet on the
stage which we tried to keep in theme with
the rest of the building. This has taken most
of the clutter off the stage. This improvement

PASSAGES

Hilton and Stella Kelly will celebrate their
65th wedding anniversary on Sunday, October 27th at the Stamford Golf Club Restaurant from 1 to 4PM. Please join them and if
you can’t, please
send a card of congratulations to them
at 1 Buntline Dr.
Apt 109, Stamford,
NY 12167. 65
years!!
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The Times of the

Halcott Methodist Church
Autumn Pattie Kelder, Correspondent

Supper Time
Save the date: Warm yourselves with neighbors at a fall Crock Pot Supper on Saturday, September 28th. Take outs are at 4:30. Dinner starts at
5:00. Tickets are $7.00. Children under 5 eat for
free.
Sunday School
Sunday School will kick off for the fall on
Sunday, September 8th at 9:00 a.m. Ages 2 through
teens are welcome to attend and experience a wide
range of learning activities with friends. Around
Thanksgiving time, when the church worship hour
shifts to 7:00 p.m., the Sunday School hour will
move to 10:00 a.m. for the winter.
Looking Ahead
Thanks, one and all, for supporting the Halcott
Fair bake sale. Soon, there will be an Election Day
bake sale for your pleasure. Shopping doesn’t get
any more local than this!
Busy Summer
A fledgling Vacation Bible School, in partnership with the Fleischmanns United Methodist Community Church suddenly came to life in August. All
ages loved it! One highlight was designing and
packing school bags for UMCOR to distribute where
needed. We plan to expand the VBS event and advertise earlier next year. See you there!
“Pillow Case” Dresses
Awhile age, my late sister’s fabric collection
came to reside with us. In pondering a fitting use for
it (pun intended!), we remembered a dress making
project for little girls in third world countries. As a
result, we are collaborating with folks in the Margaretville United Methodist Church from August
through October to make at least 50 dresses for Haiti. Jan would be pleased. No need to be a church
member to participate . . . you are welcome to attend
the weekly sewing circle or to complete some piece
work at home. Call for details.
Music, Music, Music
A regional Festival of Praise is in the planning
stages for Saturday, November 16th where area
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church choirs will present an afternoon of their best
uplifting music. The event is well worth attending. Singers are welcome. Details will be available
in the fall.
The Mary or Martha Dilemma
Every time a new generation is born in the
Bible, it’s not long before we hear of trouble between siblings. Even though Jesus came to divide
family members who love Him from those who do
not, the seeds of discontent were sown long before
He was born.
Right off the bat, Cain’s jealousy led him to
spill Abel’s blood. The jealous brothers of Joseph
had similar plans. (Hey, any water down there in
that well?) Jacob had to flee for his life after tricking Isaac to get his elder twin Esau’s blessing. And
what about that hard working son whose prodigal
brother seemed to show up for a second helping of
the family inheritance? (Roast veal, anyone?) Who
needed enemies with so many jealous kinfolk
around?
Enter Mary and Martha. The story goes like
this: “As they journeyed, Jesus entered into a village. A woman called Martha received him into her
house. She had a sister called Mary, (who) sat at
Jesus’ feet and kept listening to his word. Martha
was worried about much serving. She stood over
them and said, ‘Lord, don’t you care that my sister
has left me alone to do the serving? Tell her to give
me a hand.’ ‘Martha, Martha,’ the Lord answered
her, ‘you are worried and troubled about many
things. Only one thing is necessary. Mary has chosen the better part, and it is not going to be taken
away from her.’” Luke 10: 38 – 42
Jealousy, again, helped motivate the dispute,
but no bodily harm was at risk. Here, Martha’s
strategy was to appeal to an influential third party
for assistance. It certainly sounded like a valid
grievance. If the women shared the work, both
would have time to spend with their guest. So Jesus’ response surprised Martha greatly. Neither
sister was wrong, but Mary’s choice was bet-

time”. Our very physical, mental and spiritual
health requires it. “Be still and know that I am
God,” says the Psalmist. (Ps. 46:10)
An illustration: As a teenager, I worked in a
local motel to save up for college. The experienced employee who trained me stressed the importance of maintaining our Triple A rating. Since
inspectors arrived unannounced, posing as regular
guests, no short cuts would be tolerated. Besides,
any slacking would be discovered anyway, when
my supervisor did fall housecleaning at the end of
the season.
One afternoon, my boss gave me an unusual
assignment. She wanted me to prepare a check out
quickly while a new guest waited. I sensed that
the man had been on the road for some time and
needed to rest before continuing. Eyeing my supply cart and vacuum cleaner, he asked me to just
make the bed. (What? Not even sanitize the bathroom? Gross!) I explained my obligations,
shoved it into overdrive and tore through the place
like a cyclone. The man resigned himself to gazing at the view over the balcony railing. To my
credit, the room was done in half the usual
time. Yet, to this day, I feel sorry for the man. If I
could do it over again, I would ask my boss to
whittle the check list down a bit further. As Mary
discovered, sometimes less is more.
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ter. Jesus hinted at another solution. Martha could
join them sooner simply by minimizing her preparations. There was something to be said for the simpler life.
As it turns out, the women and Jesus all
craved the same thing: setting aside distractions and
enjoying each other’s company. Had Martha known
what Jesus knew, she might have had different priorities. This wasn’t a chance stop at a friend’s house
for Jesus. He had pressing matters weighing on
Him. Stress was mounting and time was short. Literally. He was on His was to Jerusalem to endure a
trial and crucifixion. This visit would provide Him
a brief respite before the onslaught – a last chance to
share words of wisdom with Lazarus’ family – an
opportunity to say goodbye. Essentially, Martha’s
well-meaning gestures of hospitality served to disrupt the rest Jesus needed, and to deprive Martha,
herself, of the full blessings of Jesus’ final visit.
By turn, it can be appropriate for us to fill
both the Martha role and the Mary role in life. We
just need to sort out which approach to use
when. Current statistics characterize the American
workforce as one to the most overworked, under
rested, highly stressed societies on the planet. Our
hectic lifestyle leads to disproportionate “Martha
time”. Work, work, work! Many of us need to
achieve better balance by carving out more “Mary

